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ABSTRACT 

A WEB-based information system oriented to scientific and technical data production and dissemination has been 
developed at regional scale with the aim to (a) ensure the fast diffusion and efficient management of the geographic 
information in an area with high natural hazard, and (b) support National Civil Protection Agency (DPC) and local 
councils of the Campania Region to enhance the decision support systems for disaster prevention.  
The WEB-GIS is INSPIRE OGC standard compliant providing efficient perception of the most significant geo-
morphological, geophysical, and territorial data of Campania Region. It represents an useful tool for geological hazards 
analysis allowing the interoperability of large amount of data from different sources.  
The WEG-GIS system combines, in the same environment, both qualitative and quantitative factors and data and 
represents a powerful instrument for an efficient diffusion of multi-parametric information towards the Scientific 
Community and not specialized readers, as well as, Institutional Customers like local public agencies, which used it as an 
additional tool for hazard assessment and for planning and decision making purposes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The assessment and space-time prediction of natural catastrophes constitutes a major task for scientific and public 
institutions. It is well know that each natural catastrophe is controlled by (or dependent on) a very large and complex set 
of natural or anthropogenic environmental factors. Additionally, catastrophes (earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, 
flood, etc.) are dependent on a specific set of factors and processes that are usually investigated by different experts. In 
addition, each type of catastrophe requires different forecasting. Prediction of floods and volcanic eruptions means 
primarily to predict when the event will take place, being the place fairly well know. For landslides, prediction concerns 
where and when they will occur. For earthquakes, time and location are equally important, but, since they cannot be 
predicted, it is more important to mitigate the effects, through long-term structural programs, than to forecast their 
occurrence. The mitigation activities aimed to reduce the effects of natural disasters require that data and added value 
information provided by the scientific community must be suitably channeled towards the operative branches involved in 
natural risks control, i.e. towards the decision-making structures of Central and Local Public Administrations. In fact, the 
timely availability of relevant information is vital for the operations of local authorities. In the case of natural disasters, 
geo-information and geographic information systems can be used to improve and organize response and minimize the 
impact. As a consequence, in order to act efficiently, the efforts of the scientific community working on environmental 
risk assessment must ensure an adequate information availability, management and presentation in a form that enables 
land security planners and emergency managers to make proper scientific-based decision. 

On the contrary, it often happens that the results of the scientific researches and added value information are not suitably 
channeled neither towards the operative divisions for the control of natural hazards nor towards the decision-making 
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structures of Public Administrations. Consequently, these data are scarcely utilized for anticipatory planning of 
administrative and environmental protection. This condition implies that a lot of useful information remains inaccessible 
for the end users (public administrations, enterprises or communities), even for those in scientific community who work 
on environmental risk assessment. Therefore, it is a matter of great importance that governments and development 
assistance agencies have adequate access to either general or local information on natural hazards in order to allow 
national and local planning institutions to undertake the necessary natural hazards assessments and formulate policies for 
risk mitigation. Risk management also poses big challenges in all aspects of the geo-information cycle, from data 
acquisition, processing, management and delivery. 

In this context, a key role for disseminating scientific information and technical data in a efficient way to reduce and plan 
the impact of hazards have been played by the integration of the Internet and GIS technology, which has produced an 
expanding area of research referred to as Web-GIS. 

This paper focuses on the role played by WEB-GIS in natural hazards assessment and its importance in to the decision-
making process This is based on the description of the ongoing SISCam project (Seismotectonic information System of 
the Campania Region), which started in 2000 with the aim to facilitate spatial data access, dissemination, and usage of 
scientific information for supporting activities on seismic risk assessment and reduction at regional scale.  

2. NATURAL HAZARDS IN CAMPANIA REGION 
The Campania Region represents a densely populated area of the Southern Italy which recurrently suffers of major 
natural disasters. Examples in the last decades include earthquakes and landslides, whereas intense volcanic activities 
affected the area in historical times. 
 
2.1 Seismicity 

The Campania region is exposed to the seismic hazard related to the high seismicity with moderate- to large-magnitude 
earthquakes in the Appenninic belt. The Southern Apennines are one of the areas with the highest seismic moment 
release of the Italian peninsula. The Campanian Apennines are characterized by a narrow, NW–SE-striking and 30– 50 
km wide seismic belt, approximately following the axis of the chain. In this area, the built up stress is released in terms 
of seismic swarms, showing large temporal range of events with low to moderate energies, or by means of large 
earthquakes causing remarkable damages [1, 2, 3]. The damage produced by several earthquakes in large areas of the 
Southern Apennines from 1456 to 1980 and the cluster of the isoseismals higher than VIII degree intensity show that this 
region constitutes one of the most active zone in Italy with earthquakes attaining magnitudes up to 7.1 [3]. In the last 
three centuries, it has been struck by several large destructive earthquakes occurring in 1688, 1702, 1732, 1805, 1962. 
Most recently, the destructive Mw = 6.9 Irpinia earthquake in 1980 caused more than 3,000 causalities, as well as, 
widespread damage to buildings and infrastructures. At the present, the seismicity is characterized by low-energy 
earthquakes frequently clustered in swarms located at the borders of main faults, which caused the most energetic 
earthquakes. Beside the seismic energy mainly released in the Apenninic belt, strongly clustered low to moderate energy 
seismicity affects the quaternary volcanic complexes of Phlegraean Fields [4], Island of Ischia, and Somma-Vesuvius 
[5]. 

2.2 Landslides 

In southern Italy, landslides are the principal agent of fatalities and are most numerous in the Campania region, where a 
large number of towns and inhabited agricultural areas occupy slopes characterized by the presence of ancient and recent 
mass movements. Landslides vary in age, dimension and state of activity and are present on most slopes, both in the 
Apenninic sector of the Campanian Region, where the terrigenous materials crop out [6], and in the wide areas covered 
by pyroclastic material derived from the explosive activity of the Somma-Vesuvius and Phlegrean Fields volcanoes [7]. 

The results of a recent analysis performed on the basis of a catalog of historical landslides occurred in Italy between AD 
1279 and 2002 with human consequences [8] show that, between AD 1900 and 2002, the mortality rate due to floods and 
landslides represents the principal cause of fatality when compared to that of loss of life due to other natural, medical, 
and human-induced hazards. 

For instance, between 1996 and 1999, more than 170 people were killed by volcanoclastic debris flows in the areas 
bordering mountain slopes [9]; the Sarno event of May 5–6, 1998 was responsible for 90% of these damages and 
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fatalities [10]. Similar events have frequently occurred in the area in the last two centuries; among these, at least five 
events (1823, 1841, 1910, 1954 and 1998) killed more than 100 people [11].  

2.3 Volcanic Activity 

The volcanoes of the Neapolitan area, Vesuvius, Campi Flegrei and Ischia, have generated more than 100 explosive 
eruption in the past 10 ka [12]. 

Vesuvius is well-known for the plinian eruption of 79 A.D., which destroyed Pompeii, Herculaneum, Oplonti and Stabia 
in just two day. Nevertheless, Vesuvius has exhibited various types of activity in the past 25 ka. Plinian and subplinian 
explosive eruptions occurred every few millennia or few centuries, respectively. Strombolian activity, lava effusion and 
phreatomagmatic eruptions usually follow the plinian and subplinian eruptions until the conduit closes. Since the last 
eruption occurred in 1944, Vesuvius has not shown significant signs of unrest. Only moderate seismicity and fumarolic 
emissions characterize the current state of activity of the volcano. However, the history of the volcano suggests that the 
longer is the quiescent period, the more violent is the renewal of the activity. In addition, Vesuvius is located in a zone of 
the Campania Region with a high population density and, for this reason, is the volcano with the highest risk in the 
world. Over 600,000 people are here exposed to pyroclastic flows and hundreds of thousands of people are exposed to 
severe ash fallout and lahar hazards. 

The last eruption of the Campi Flegrei caldera occurred in 1538 A.D.. Since that time, after hundred of years of 
subsidence, two bradyseismic events occurred in 1969-1970 and 1982-1984, which produced a net vertical uplift of 3.5 
meters of the central caldera block, at the harbor of Pozzuoli. 

The last eruption of Ischia occurred in 1302 A.D., at the edge of the resurgent Mt. Epomeo block. Since that time intense 
fumarolic activity, hot springs, landslides, and seismicity characterize the current state of this volcanic island. 

The intense urbanization significantly contributes to the increment of the volcanic risk at Campi Flegrei, Ischia and 
Vesuvius. 

3. THE SEISMOTECTONIC INFORMATION SYSTEM OF THE CAMPANIA REGION 
The SISCam project started in 2000 and was oriented to the production of scientific and technical information with the 
aim to disseminate, in an operative context of geo-technologies applied to the improvement of the knowledge, the 
information on the geodynamic processes that affect the highly populated Campanian Region. The ideas, architecture, 
and development of the SISCam project was carried out at the Vesuvian Observatory of the National Institute of 
Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV), in Naples through a co-financing of the Campania Region. 

The SISCam project was realized through integration of various technologies of data acquisition and analysis oriented to 
the production of scientific and technical information for seismotectonic applications. The approach concerned the 
dynamic merging of geological and geophysical data with information obtained from remote sensing observations and 
GIS methodology. Starting from April 2001, the SISCam supported researchers, land planners and territory governors in 
seismotectonic modeling provided an indispensable scientific and technological contribution for decision making in the 
environmental control and disaster management related to seismic events. Moreover, the knowledge-sharing service 
carried out the by SISCam WEB-GIS system offered the opportunity to develop different task-focused applications, in 
cooperation with the scientific community, the national technical services and local councils for improving the 
knowledge of territorial risk and vulnerability over a wide range of natural hazards in the Campania Region. Finally, it 
had the merit of making available high quality scientific information to the huge audience of not specialized internet 
customers. 

The wide consumers' approval met with all the customers interested to the whole operating facet or to the 
methodological approach adopted in the field of the collection, analysis and dissemination of scientific information for 
disaster reduction activities encouraged us to further update the whole system. As a result, SISCam 2.0 [13] has been 
recently developed: it provides a user friendly interface and allows users to easily display and query in dynamic mode 
more than 70 geocoded thematic layers in raster and vector format. SISCam 2.0 currently represents the most complete 
‘‘container’’ of all the available scientific data relative to the Campania territory. The SISCam system creation has 
required the following steps: a) collection of all the available geophysical, geological, and territorial data concerning the 
area of interest; b) realization of additional thematic layers through integration of various technologies of data acquisition 
and analysis; c) development of the WEB-GIS architecture and interface (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. Flowchart describing the methodology used for implementation of the seismotectonic WEB-GIS system. 

Special attention has been devoted to collect all the reliable seismic, geological, structural and geomorphological 
features, together with the updated territorial information about the Campania Region. The whole final database consists 
of more than 70 geocoded thematic layers in raster and vector format and the tables with the relative attributes, which 
cover four main (seismic catalogues, geophysical, morphological and geographical) databases. 

The Web application is INSPIRE OGC standard compliant and it has been implemented by using open source software 
platforms. The MapServer Web services modules [14] have been used to build the Internet application, whereas 
p.mapper framework [15] provided the functions to setup the MapServer application and to create the Web interface. The 
customized WEB interface of our system is shown in Fig. 2. with an example of synoptic view combining seismological, 
morpho-structural and geological data.  

All the thematic layers of the SISCam WEB-GIS system can be visualized and queried by using toolbars with intuitive 
icons and tool tips. It is possible to generate interactively different thematic maps, according to their own needs. The 
query results are displayed in a new window (Fig. 3) and can be downloaded to the local machine by the client. Finally, 
it is always possible to save a printable version of the map by using the printer button on the Tools Menu. 

The whole information dataset available on-line in a user-friendly format by telemathic technologies constitutes also the 
core of two distinct off-line databases (Fig. 1) devoted to the development of synergies between the scientific and 
technical community, as well as local authorities and decision-makers for effective application of research, science and 
technology to disaster reduction. 
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Fig. 2. SISCam WEB Interface showing the following thematic layers: Seismicity (dark blue circles); structural elements 

derived from 1:100.000 geological sheets (red lines); seismogenetic areas (blue polygons). On the background the 
lithological map is superimposed on a shaded relief image. 

 
Fig. 3. The map shows three different thematic layers overlapped: instrumental seismic events (dark blue circles), structural 

elements (red lines) derived from 1:100.000 geological sheets and the maximum ground acceleration with a 10% 
probability to be exceeded in an exposure time of 50 years, together with the table relative to two seismic events of 
interest (red circles) (query function). 
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4. EFFECTIVE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND USE 
4.1 The World Wide Web 

Over the last few decades the way in which people can access data resources and information on natural hazards has 
been revolutionized. This has occurred through new studies of the natural phenomena, an explosive expansion of global 
channels of communication and, perhaps most significantly, through the widespread availability of Internet and new 
information technologies, including Web-GIS. 

In this context, the creation of the SISCam Web-GIS greatly improved the access on the Web to scientific information 
and data on seismic hazards that affect the Campania Region. In this last years, the whole system has demonstrated to be 
able not only in providing essential support for researchers and students, but also in satisfying the increasing knowledge 
need of generic customers. The easy access and the widespread availability of scientific information help people to 
understand the vulnerability of the area where they live (Fig. 4), raise public awareness at the city level and encourage 
the community participation in mitigation works. 

 
Fig. 4. The graph shows the daily accesses counts to the SISCam Web-GIS page during the three months after the release of 

the updated version [13]. The peak in time distribution coincides with the occurrence of the destructive L’Aquila 
earthquake in Central Italy. 

 

However, the primary goal in developing the SISCam Web-GIS system was to promote an effective scientific 
information dissemination allowing different scientific and Institutional customers involved in disaster reduction 
activities to learn about our resources, procedures and activities. This led, during the last years, scientists, decision-
makers and land planners to benefit from both our data and experience to carried out effective application of research to 
hazards assessment and vulnerability reduction at local and regional scale. 

In the following, we summarize three examples of activities, carried out in cooperation with scientific and government 
institutions in the field of application of research, science and technology to natural hazards assessment aimed to reduce 
the impact of natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, landslide and volcanic eruptions on the environment. 

4.2 Seismic hazard 

The Sannio area is located in the Campania Region inside the Southern Apennines fold and thrust belt. The Sannio has 
been affected by high-magnitude historical earthquakes [1], the most important of which occurred on June 5, 1688 (Mw 
= 6.7) and destroyed many towns of the area. Due to the complex structure of this portion of the Southern Apennines, 
there are still many open questions concerning the geometry and location of the 1688 seismogenic source because of 
difficulties in (a) the reconstruction of macroseismic effects, (b) the recognition of the induced deformation in the field, 
for the inherited topography from the previous tectonic phases, (c) the probability of a blind or hidden faulting area, and 
(d) the low tectonic deformation rates and the youth of the source. 

In this case study, the SISCam system revealed its real usefulness, because it allowed us to visualize, integrate and 
manipulate most of the existing data relative to the Sannio area. In particular, through this system an accurate and 
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instantaneous outline of both the level of seismic activity and the crustal deformation rate in the Sannio [16] has been 
provided (Fig. 5). By examining the epicentral locations of the local seismic events, together with the structural 
lineaments of the area and the vertical component of the crustal velocity field, the disagreement among the position of 
the events clusters, the different rate of deformation in several crustal blocks and the geological lineaments is evident 
(Fig. 5). Therefore, it can be hypothesized that the seismogenic faults are buried, and the coverage of structural data in 
the area known from literature, is poor and not complete. This result emphasizes that both the historical information and 
the fully quantitative instrumental description of the earthquakes occurrence are essential in seismic hazard analyses, but 
these cannot be improved without the availability of crustal deformation data at a proper spatio-temporal resolution. 

 
Fig. 5. The map of the Sannio area shows: the seismogenic source of the 1688 earthquake (rectangular green boxes [17]); the 

instrumental epicenters (black circles); Seismic events extracted from the Parametric Catalogue of the Italian 
Earthquakes [18] (dark blue squares; Time coverage: 217 B.C. - 2002); the structural elements derived from 1:100.000 
geological sheets (red lines); mean deformation vertical velocity computed from PS-InSar technique [16], positive 
values indicate uplift and negative values subsidence. 

 

4.3 Volcanic hazard 

In Italy, the Civil Protection Department (DPC) is the national service for the emergency management. It was instituted 
with the aim of protecting the integrity of life, heritage, inhabited settlements and the environment from damage or the 
threat of damage caused by natural calamities, catastrophes or other disastrous events.  

The DPC in cooperation with the National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV), promotes and coordinates 
research projects related to natural disasters mitigation and preparedness. Among the different activities and researches 
realized in the frame of INGV-DPC programs for the evaluation of the volcanic hazard at Campi Flegrei, a 
volcanological database has been constructed on a GIS architecture [19, 20], including most available field and 
laboratory data, as well as fallout and pyroclastic flow deposit distribution, frequency maps, vent and fault position, etc. 
(Fig. 6). Based on the knowledge of vent position during the different epochs of activity of Campi Flegrei and of the 
structural setting of the caldera, a map of the probability of future vent opening has been constructed by using Bayesian 
inference procedure. 
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Fig. 6. Campi Flegrei eruptive vents density map.  In the legend, numbers refer to eruptive vents opened between 4.8 and 3.8 

ka. Structural features (black line), residential and industrial areas are also shown (green). 

4.4  Landslide hazard 

A study, founded by the European Union QCS 2000–2006, implemented under the TELLUS project and developed in 
the framework of the PODIS project (Progetto Operativo Difesa Suolo) of the Italian Ministry of Environment 
(MATTM), has been supported by SISCam data base with morphological and geophysical ancillary data. Such 
information have been successfully integrated with remotely sensed interferometric data (PSinSAR) for detection and 
classification of landslide prone areas of Campania region in which occurs a diffuse seismic-induced slope instability. 

 
Fig. 7. Castelpagano Municipality test site. Superimposed to a digital color orthophoto are shown in the map; tectonic 

features (fuchsia); landslide areas (green polygons); permanent scatters from ascending (circles) and descending 
(triangles) orbits, positive values indicate uplift and negative values subsidence. 
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Due to the high accuracy in mapping subtle ground deformation, the interferometric data (PSinSAR), available from the 
TELLUS Project from 1992 to 2007, have been used both for regional seismotectonic analysis [16] and for mapping 
local subsidence areas related to deep-seated gravitational deformation or morphotectonic processes inducing surface 
ground deformation (Fig 7).  

In the framework of TELLUS Project, a Web-GIS for a landslide information service has been specifically developed for 
public sector end-users (Local Authorities, Civil Protection agency) using scientific information produced and 
disseminated by SISCam Web-GIS facility with direct benefits in public decision making for natural risk mitigation 
actions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this work may be summarized in the following key points: 
 

1. Scientific and technical data production and effective dissemination have a major role in natural hazards 
assessment, as well as in all the activities related with the risk reduction of natural disasters; 

2. It is essential for national and local planning institutions to take advantage of either general or local information 
on natural hazards in order undertake the necessary assessments and formulate policies for risk mitigation; 

3. The scientific community working on environmental risk assessment must ensure an adequate information 
availability, management and presentation in a form which enables land security planners and emergency 
managers to make proper scientific-based decision. 

4. WEB-GIS provides adequate information availability in a form which enables community leaders, planners and 
emergency managers to make informed decision. 
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